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• esports • counter-strike: global offensive

Faceit unveils the ECS Challenger
Cup for CS:GO
This will replace the competition's Development League.
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As you might know, Faceit runs a CS:GO competition called the Esports Championship
Series (ECS), which will soon be hosting its fifth season, and now the company has
announced that the qualification format for this season will change a little bit, as the ECS
Development League - a league that allowed teams to earn a place in the ECS in the past -
is being scrapped in favour of what's called the ECS Challenger Cup.

This new Cup will feature a more condensed schedule than was previously available, which
means teams can qualify for the ECS in less time, in a system that Faceit says will allow
more teams to take part. Any team can compete in the Challenger Cup, providing they
qualify in the upcoming ECS Open Qualifiers starting on January 27.

Basically, both Europe and North America will have their own qualifiers, and these will be
whittled down to the top two in each, who will then compete in the fifth season of ECS, the
only difference being that EU has regional qualifiers, such as CIS/Russia, North EU, and
open qualifiers.

For more on the Challenger Cup, check out the official announcement. Do you like this new
Cup that's replacing the Development League?
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"Like Americans going to Japan only to eat at McDonald's when they could have been
eating the same burgers at home."

The Counter-Strike analyst will be joining the London-based organisation to help them
build out their CS:GO roster.

The esports organisation has faced controversial claims before.

Titled as "the biggest roster snatch in CS:GO history," G2 are looking to make some
waves in the competitive CS:GO scene.

The team was an underdog competitor, who pushed all the way through the loser's
bracket to glory.

Photo: Faceit
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12 teams will take part in the event, set to last around one month.

After a tough series of matches, FURIA managed to take down 100T in the finals.
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